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 If you have EOBD-Facile for Windows, you can instantly discover the technical trouble code for any of the 47,000 OBD2 trouble codes. With your OBD2 scanner and a computer, you can also pinpoint the exact point of the malfunctioning, and pinpoint the exact trouble code. If you have EOBD-Facile for Mac, you can install the software on your Mac, then use your OBD2 scanner to scan codes.
You can pinpoint the exact point of the malfunctioning, and pinpoint the exact trouble code. With EOBD-Facile, you can save the trouble codes and access them later for offline study. In addition, you can easily sort the codes with ease. ELM327 is a popular OBD2-based OBD2 scanner for cars. All of the EOBD-Facile Windows software is compatible with ELM327. In addition, all EOBD-Facile

Mac software is compatible with ELM327. OBD2 Scanner Viewer provides the same functions as the full software, but you only need to use one software, Scanner Viewer. OBD2 Scanner Viewer for PC and OBD2 Scanner Viewer for Mac are designed to be independent of the full software, so you can use them at the same time. OBD2 Scanner Viewer for Windows and OBD2 Scanner Viewer for
Mac are compatible with OBD2 scanning devices that support the OBD2 communication protocol, including ELM327. EOBD-Facile for Windows and OBD2 Scanner Viewer for Windows are not compatible with OBD2 Scanner Viewer for Mac, but EOBD-Facile for Mac and OBD2 Scanner Viewer for Mac are compatible with each other. Features Sorting If you want to sort the trouble codes, you

can use EOBD-Facile for Windows, EOBD-Facile for Mac, OBD2 Scanner Viewer for Windows, OBD2 Scanner Viewer for Mac. Offline If you want to find the codes without a PC, you can use EOBD-Facile for Windows, OBD2 Scanner Viewer for Windows, OBD2 Scanner Viewer for Mac. References External links Category:1996 software Category: 520fdb1ae7
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